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Easy Asymmetry Wrap

Create a one-of-kind designer look with your
choice of yarns in this easy-to-knit, easy-towear knitted wrap.
Easy Asymmetry Wrap is an ideal pattern for
creating your own shawl design with a mix of
fancy and classic yarns. Shaping is done with a
super-easy one-row lace pattern that knits
naturally on the diagonal.
Easy Asymmetry can be arranged to be worn in
a variety of ways. So have fun with this
adaptable wrap in creating the flattering look
you want to match your mood of the day!

Sizing
Small-Medium, with changes for [Large-Extra Large] in
brackets: 25 [29½]” by 63 [77]”diagonal measurement

Yarn and Needles
Approximately 350[500] yards of each of three
different yarns in fingering to light worsted weight
thickness, and in a variety of textures. For example,
·

a smooth shiny yarn or ribbon (yarn A)

·

a textured or fuzzy yarn (yarn B)

·

a smooth matte yarn (yarn C)

Choose yarns in harmonizing colors and any combination of
textures you like. Each of the three yarns will be knit for one
row, then the sequence repeated, thus giving lots of color
and textural interaction.
Size 8 US (5 mm) knitting needles suggested.
Gauge: 4¼ sts and 7 rows per inch over stitch pattern after
washing and drying.
See the Design Notes for making your Easy Asymmetry Wrap
shorter or longer, narrower or wider, and with whatever yarn
you want. Remember that the amount of yarn you need will
vary as you make these types of adjustments.
Skill: Easy enough for a beginner with basic knitting skills.
Shawl pictured was knitted in Heritage Yarns: (A) Fringe Benefit 100%
rayon chainette color Plum, (B) Cloud 9 50% cotton/50% rayon textured
yarn color Atlantic Moonglow, (C) Premier 5/2 100% cotton color Atlantic
Moonglow.
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